Hamlet 2 rooks theater with laughs

Indie band proves talent

BY COMINNIE SCHWARTZ

The Bridgeland indie rock group Varn- eek Weekend (right to left) Christopher Tomaro, Ezra Koenig, Robustam Bekaieff
formed Wednesday, Sept. 10 at the Pageant in St. Louis.

Before Vampire Weekend could take the stage, however, opening act Silly William’s played a short, six-song set. The band seemed bored by its own music and the playful banter between tracks was sorely missed.

Feldstein (Amy Poehler), they

died after 96 minutes with a tidy wrap up in a major career.

According to the Boston Globe, the band members stuck to their roots, playing at least 10 songs from their debut CD, "Vampire Weekend." The band also

The songs were indistinguishable from one another — the first track

CIA analyst Osborne Cox — played by a

disc

comic moments over a coherent storyline.

screwball comedy

And here we have it: the inevitable screwball masterpiece that won the Coens their most recent award for "No Country for Old Men" will be turned off by such a character. Fans of Woody Allen’s favorite, "The

The movie’s script is a rather predictable story of a drama teacher who tries to inspire his students while saving the drama department of the school.
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